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Bijitha Das joins director Shakti Anand, cinematographer Aniruddha Guha and choreographer Ramanand Singh to discuss the challenges
and joys of shooting their second official Bollywood multi-starrer. Hera Pheristars Akshay Kumar, Suniel Shetty, Paresh Rawal and Rimi Sen
in the comic caper directed by Neeraj Vora. The filmPheriwas released in 2010. The sequel, also starring Kumar in the lead role, released
in 2006. The Hindi version of the film has been dubbed in Kannada. Directed by Virasat, the film stars Ranveer Singh, Anushka Sharma,
Vaani Kapoor, Suniel Shetty, Anupam Kher and Paresh Rawal in the lead roles. Both films were a huge success at the box office. Now, a
third entry in the series is under the production. It will be Akshay's second venture with the filmmaker after 2010's Phir Hera Pheri. An
official announcement regarding the production is being awaited. Filmmaker Abhishek Verma was commissioned to direct this annual
affair. Yes, we are still hopeful that Hera Pheri5 will be out this year. However, we also acknowledge that after such a long time, the fans
might be demanding something more, and so we cant do much about it. So, we have taken the right decision to make the film. We will
make it, regardless of the time required. But of course, 3D wont be an option. We also know that 3D is not even the reason why theatres
are sold out. The cinema audiences have accepted the 2D experience as well. There is a completely different audience and a different
experience. We will try and keep the same spirit in the film. However, its a different kind ofHera Pheri. We have been summoned, and we
have to go. But we will make the film.
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With the new film, these guys have been all put together again. And its always nice to have all of your old friends in one film. Despite
leaving Shatrughan Sinha's character in the earlier films, he couldnt resist stepping into the role of an antagonist, Jayant aka J/P Singha.
Now, Phir Hera Pheri comes out on a DTH platform. Firoz reminds us that The film isnt only a song-and-dance number film, it carries a

serious message in the form of a love story. He says, Lets look for simplicity. After all, the essence of the film remains the same. Besides, I
have been stating that I want people to start associating the word, Hera Pheri, with this film. True to his stand, Firoz Nadiadwala directed a

cover of another track fromHera Pheri 2, titled, Paisa Paisa Savera. As told by Firoz Nadiadwala, The original song was being played the
whole time, inspite of being a Bhojpuri number. The lyrics of the song were intact even in the new version. The Bhojpuri number, however,

has been replaced by an all-Tamil song. In the year 2017, Firoz Nadiadwala also directed a Hera Pheri online short, a sequence, which
depicted a sequence from the early part of the film, where there was a celebration. This sequence has been created with the help of a

couple of volunteers. The shot quality and setting were not very convincing. The audio was synced to the background music, without fail.
Initially, the Eros International expected thePhir Hera Pheri franchise to follow the same line as its parent movie. That is, the franchise is to
be a spin-off of the fictional story of Hera Pheri. However, at a late stage, it is learnt that the director (PS) had gone ahead and made the

film purely on its own terms. The screenplay is based on a real-life event that happened in Bombay in the early 1980s. 5ec8ef588b
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